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Abstract

Augmented Reality (AR) aims to provide means to integrate vir-
tual objects in a real scene. In that context it is often necessary
to recover geometrical information such as objects shapes from the
scene in order to add new objects. This paper proposes a semi-
automatic method to reconstruct the surface of the ocean from a
real ocean scene. A detection algorithm is applied to identify sig-
nificant waves crestlines. A virtual ocean is then reconstructed us-
ing Gerstner model; its parameters are inferred and adjusted by the
user to match the crestlines and to provide a smooth reconstruc-
tion between adjacent waves. An application is presented to insert
a virtual object in the real ocean scene that computes correct occlu-
sions between the ocean surface and the object and uses OpenGL
for real-time rendering.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computational Geometry and Object Mod-
eling]: Physically based modeling; I.4.8 [Scene Analysis]: Track-
ing

Keywords: Augmented reality, ocean surface, waves extraction

1 Introduction

AR applications can be seen as an assembly of building blocks,
some of which are fundamental components such as tracking, reg-
istration or rendering [O.Bimber and Raskar 2005]. In this paper
we’re interested in the problem of AR applied to the surface of the
ocean. The goal is to obtain a 3D model that matches the real sur-
face obtained from a video sequence; this reconstructed model can
then be used for various applications: relighting, modification of
the surface (to get bigger waves for example), insertion of virtual
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objects (boats, buoys, etc). In this context, the fundamental com-
ponents mentioned above have to be addressed, leading us to solve
two main problems: tracking the surface and inferring parameter
values to reconstruct the model. In order to validate our solution,
we present an application that integrates a virtual object in the re-
constructed scene, with a correct calculation of the intersection be-
tween the object and the surface and real-time rendering.

Several restrictions have to be made due to our acquisition protocol:
the video sequence is acquired with only one camera and a unique
point of view, and neither markers nor sensors are used. As a pre-
requisite, we first have to choose an efficient surface model among
a large number of models used in realistic image synthesis applica-
tions and presented in section 2. The model we preferred, defined
by Gerstner, is one of the most simple and efficient but implies that
breaking waves or foam appearing in strong wind conditions cannot
be taken into account. However, these restrictions help us to sim-
plify the problem while being able to deal with most ocean scenes.

The problem of tracking the surface can then be seen as a com-
puter vision problem, where the goal is to recover geometrical in-
formation from a single picture or a sequence of pictures. As a first
approach, we could try many ”shape from X” algorithms: from tex-
ture [Landy and Graham 2004; Loh and Kovesi 2003], from polar-
ization [D. Miyazaki and Ikeuchi 2004; Saito et al. 1999], from
focus [Nayar and Nakagawa 1994], from silhouettes [Laurentini
1994], from stereo [D. Scharstein and Zabih 2002], from motion
[R. Koch and Gool 2000; Torresani et al. 2004; C. Bregler and
Biermann 2000] and finally from shading [J. D. Durou and Sag-
ona 2004]. Unfortunately, due to our acquisition protocol and com-
plex light properties of water material, none of those approaches is
usable for our purpose. As an alternative, our detection method pre-
sented in section 3 relies on several experiments on image based de-
tection of the ocean surface, and more precisely detection of waves
crests. Our algorithm provides satisfying results, although it re-
quires a user intervention which makes it a semi-automatic wave
tracking tool.

Section 4 presents our reconstruction method, which aims at ob-
taining correct parameters of the synthetic wave model from the
previous step. The method is applied on each significant wave on
the surface; the results are then gathered and blended to reconstruct
a single, continuous surface. After the surface is reconstructed, it is
rendered as a 3D mesh, and virtual objects can be inserted and ren-
dered in real-time using OpenGL; this step is presented in section



5. Finally, our software is detailed in section 6 along with future
improvements.

2 Preliminaries on wave physics and hypoth-
esises on video

Two families of algorithms are dedicated to ocean surface simu-
lation in the computer graphics field. The first one is a spectral
approach, introduced by Mastin [Mastin et al. 1987]: waves on the
surface are represented by their frequency spectrum. This approach
computes the wave distribution by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
applied on different spectrum types (Pierson-Moskowitz, Hassel-
mann, etc).

The second family describes the ocean surface by parametric equa-
tions. The first work by Fournier and Reeves [Fournier and Reeves
1986] simulates a train of trochoids, relying on both Gerstner and
Biesel swell models.

In order to reconstruct a virtual ocean surface from a video, we can
notice that the spectral approach is unusable due to its complexity
and the ”randomness” included in the generated surface. On the
contrary, parametric equations are less computationally expensive
and can be controlled by very few parameters. We chose a classical
model based on parametric equations, developed by the physician
Gerstner in 1804, which is described below.

2.1 Gerstner wave model

Let us recall the assumptions of the Gerstner wave model:

• the atmospheric pressure is constant;

• the ocean is composed of a perfect and homogeneous liquid;

• there is no significant wind;

• ocean depth is pseudo-infinite, so there are no frictions with
the bottom;

• and finally, there are no ocean currents.

Parameters which describe the wave are its wavelength λ , its ampli-
tude A, its curvature γ = A

λ
and its period T . The free surface is the

surface of the sea at rest (i.e. with no undulations); h is the depth
of the wave below the surface. These parameters are depicted in
Fig. 1. The x-axis is directed horizontally to the beach, the y-axis is
horizontal and perpendicular to the x-axis, and the z-axis is vertical.
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Figure 1: General definitions.

The theory proposed by Gerstner describes the motion of a particle
of water and is rigorous for an infinite depth. Each particle revolves
around a fixed point M(x0,z0) which yields a circle of radius R.
This circle is included in a disc whose radius is 1

K , where K is the
wave number.

The (x,z) coordinates of each particle are given by:{
x = x0−R0eKz0 sin(Kx0−ωt)
z = z0 + R0eKz0 cos(Kx0−ωt)

(1)

Parameter ω is called angular speed. The term R0eKz0 is usually
simplified to the radius R. In order to obtain the other parameters
for a given shape, we can rely on physical laws:

• the wavelength λ is given by λ = 2π

K = gT 2

2π

• the amplitude A = 2R

• the free surface z0 = πA2

4λ

The maximal curvature of a wave is obtained when R = 1
K , so

γmax = Amax
λ

=
2
K
λ

= 1
π

= 0,31.

The product KR characterizes the waves shape as shown on Fig. 2.
For our application we need to identify waves crests (or crestlines)
and troughs – regions between two consecutive crests – from a real
ocean video sequence.

KR = 0

KR = 0.2

KR = 0.4

KR = 0.5

KR = 0.8

KR = 1

KR = 1.2

Figure 2: Shape of waves in function of product KR

2.2 Hypothesises on video

In order to reconstruct the ocean surface using Gerstner model and
as a first approach, we have to make some hypothesis on our video
sequence:

• there are no breaking waves,

• there is no foam,

• and finally, no objects (surfers, swimmers, buoys, . . . ).

These restrictive limitations allow to try to detect wave crests au-
tomatically or semi-automatically. Then, we will be able to re-
cover Gerstner model parameters to reconstruct the ocean surface
between two consecutive crests.

Another hypothesis on the ocean depth could be discussed, since
Gerstner’s model is theoretically valid only for an infinite depth,
as mentioned above. This would imply that the ocean surface de-
picted in the video sequence has to be located very far away from
the shore. However, in practice the model still gives acceptable re-
sults even for limited depth, as long as the wave does not break.

3 Wave detection

The multiple reflections and refractions due to localized, capillary
waves generate highly perturbed images; fluctuations in the ma-
rine light field are dominated by their variability [Premoze and
Ashikhmin 2001]. This problem, along with the fact that the ocean



surface is not a solid, makes it difficult to segment individual im-
ages and find similarities between successive images in the video
sequence. Usual segmentation methods also fail due to the acquisi-
tion protocol itself: the point of view is unique, but the camera isn’t
calibrated specifically for our application, so that no additional in-
formation (exposure time, focal length, etc) can be used. Moreover,
the test video sequence is compressed, which introduces artifacts
and reduced color interval due to data loss.

However, as described in the next section, to reconstruct a wave our
method only needs informations about its crest, which we’ll assume
is a line in the image; other parameters will be inferred automati-
cally or provided by the user. In this context, we first note that water
particles on the crests have greater velocities than particles on the
troughs. It is also noticeable that, between two images at time t
and t−dt, troughs exhibit perturbations, accounting for noisy areas
in the image, whereas regions corresponding to crestlines remain
relatively coherent.

Since we’re interested in detecting crests from significant waves
(i.e. not capillary waves), the following three-step process is ap-
plied:

• each image is first filtered in order to remove noise and visual
artifacts due to high-frequency waves;

• it is segmented to detect wave fronts and identify crestlines;

• a user interaction is finally needed to validate the results.

Figure 3: Reference image

Image 3 is used in the following as a reference image for our exper-
iments.

3.1 Filtering

Our goal is to keep low frequencies of the image, and remove high
frequencies that match capillary waves. Several low-pass filters can
be used (median, Gaussian): our experiments showed that the result
in any case is far from optimal, since the image becomes too blurry
before capillary waves are removed.

An edge preserving filtering strategy such as bilateral filtering
[Tomasi and Manduchi 1998] seems more appropriate, since it takes
into account color properties by combining a low-pass filter with
constraints on color space. It makes use of the Gaussian closeness
gcx,y of radius r that allows to estimate similarity between two col-
ors:

gcx,y = exp

−1
2

(√
(x− x0)2 +(y− y0)2

r

)2
 (2)

An additional parameter t indicates how filtering should enforce
constraints on colors or not. If the distance between two colors is
above t, then spatial filtering vanishes; large values of t cause usual
Gaussian filtering to be applied. Bilateral filtering of our reference
image for r = 30 and t = 15 is presented on Fig. 4; this result proved
to be the best one we could achieve before segmenting the image.

Figure 4: Bilateral filtering of reference image

3.2 Segmentation

Our goal is now to extract wavefronts, that is identify regions that
represent a single advancing wave. At this stage, one can notice
that pixels that belong to wave fronts are globally darker than oth-
ers. The top lines enclosing those regions will then be identified as
crestlines.

Several experimentations were conducted on the filtered image pre-
sented on Fig. 4 using simple and straightforward segmentation
methods. For instance, applying a thresholding operator yields a
binary image from which wave fronts could be extracted; Fig. 5
shows an example. Other first-order operators can be used to iden-
tify edges, such as Roberts [Roberts 1965], Prewitt [Prewit 1970]
or Sobel [Sobel 1970], which all exhibit different properties but
are sensitive to noise. Since our input images are noisy but rela-
tively uniform, we were not able to get satisfying results. Finally,
another approach to find the positions of wavefronts and crests con-
sists in computing motion vectors and their evolution based on the
entire video sequence. A motion vector describes a purely transla-
tional motion of a selected portion of the image (usually a 16x16
block). The whole set of motion vectors represents the optical flow,
which can be estimated through predictive coding, namely DPCM
[Garcia-Garduno et al. 1994], by taking advantage of highly corre-
lated intensities of neighboring pixels. Thus, the goal is to find simi-
lar neighborhoods in successive images. However, results shown on
Fig. 6 are not satisfying mainly because optical flow is highly sen-
sitive to image regions that are roughly homogeneous; in that case
the optical flow becomes ambiguous. Moreover, assumption about
constant intensity in ocean scenes is difficult because of constantly
changing transparency, reflections, sparkles, etc. The choice of ap-
propriate parameters is critical to get better results using the opera-
tors described above, either to remove isolated pixels and reconnect
different parts of a same front, or to estimate motion vectors. We



were not able to get better results although it is theoretically possi-
ble.

Figure 5: Thresholding the reference image at 0.42

Figure 6: Left: Block-based estimation of optical flow between
two successive images. Each color corresponds to the main direc-
tion of the motion vector. Right: Evolution of motion vectors on
the whole test video sequence. Black blocks represent static motion
vectors, i.e. vectors that do not change directions.

As an alternative to previous methods, we propose to use the inten-
sities histogram of a single image considered as a quadtree. We try
to determine if a given cell (ultimately a pixel) belongs to a wave-
front or not; if it’s not possible, the process is recursively applied to
its four subcells. The histogram analysis is summarized below and
is applied to the whole image as the starting cell:

1. computation and linearization of the histogram H

2. computation of its mean probability P = ∑
256
i=1 H(i)
256

3. detection of significant parts:

(a) computation of the histogram H ′ of the current cell

(b) convolution of H ′ with a low-pass filter to reduce the
importance of lower probability regions

(c) computation of the mean probability P′ of H ′

(d) truncation of all values of H ′ below the mean value P′
to 0

(e) computation of the minimum and maximum bounds of
the remaining values

(f) comparison of these bounds with the global mean prob-
ability P:

• if both values are lower than P, then the cell be-
longs to a wave front

• if both values are greater than P, then the cell does
not belong to a wave front

• otherwise, the cell is subdivided and step 3 is ap-
plied to each subcell.

The result, illustrated on Fig. 7, is a label field x which has dif-
ferent values for regions that belong to a wavefront, regions that do
not belong to a wavefront, and undetermined regions. Although this
adhoc method is somewhat similar to a segmentation process based
on pixels intensities (dark regions are wave fronts, bright regions
are not, and average regions are undetermined), it proved to give
much better results than the previous approaches. Despite noisy in-
put data, wave fronts are clearly identified, although the wave at the
top was lost as seen on Fig. 7. Moreover, this method is rather sim-
ple for single images, which makes the implementation straightfor-
ward. However, the method could be improved by considering the
whole video sequence and other aspects such as automatically re-
moving possible sky regions in input images. Other methods could
also be considered such as Canny edge detector, multiscale analysis
or relaxation labeling [Morozov 2008].

Figure 7: Segmentation by the quadtree method. Red: regions that
belong to a wavefront. Green: regions that do not belong to a wave-
front. Blue: undetermined regions.

3.3 User interaction

At this time, our software lets the user have the possibility to correct
crests extraction by adding and/or modifying crest lines. A specific
crest can be determined semi-automatically by following and av-
eraging the green/red frontier. The choice of the selected frontier
depends on the wave propagation determined by the user. The out-
put, at this step of the process, is a list of crests for each image.

Although it’s necessary to perform the extraction process on suc-
cessive images, it is worth noticing that global parameters (de-
scribed in the next section) of the video sequence can be reused.
This makes our targeted-specific application more useful to seg-
ment ocean scenes than general image processing software where
this information is not available.

4 Surface reconstruction

4.1 Gerstner model reconstruction

In order to reconstruct the ocean surface for each frame, the user
has to provide a shape factor KR which may correspond to the seg-
mented scene (see Fig. 2). Then we need to determine:

• the wavelength λ of each wave train;

• the plane corresponding to the free surface;



• an estimated height of waves H. For this, we will use the
shape factor KR. Since K = 2π/λ , R is given by R = KR/K,
and H = 2R.

4.2 Reconstruction

Our method follows four steps:

1. reprojection of the crest lines obtained in the previous section
into the 3D space;

2. sorting waves according to their relative position x;

3. reconstruction of each wave by applying Gerstner model;

4. reconstruction of the whole 3D surface by combining inde-
pendent waves

4.2.1 Reprojection

We now consider the plane S corresponding to the free surface, de-
fined by ax + by + cz + d = 0, and a projection point p centered on
the origin. The projection matrix [M. Woo and Schreiner 2000] is
given by:

MP =

 −d 0 0 0
0 −d 0 0
0 0 −d 0
a b c 0



To recover the position of each point in the 3D space, we need to
estimate the distance from the camera to the free surface, the incli-
nation of the free surface and finally the field of view of the camera.
As a first approximation and if the camera is far from the ocean, we
can consider that the real surface is ”flat” on the free surface.

Free surface S

Wave

projection

p

n
Wave

Screen

O

α

d'd

Figure 8: Reprojection of the viewed waves on the free surface

Fig. 8 shows the reprojection of the viewed waves on the virtual
free surface defined by a 3d point p(r,s, t) and its normal vector ~n,
depending on point of view o(x,y,z) and field of view α .

Consider a tetrahedron R = (o,~i,~j,~k), with ~k = ~op
|~op| . The plane

S defined by p(r,s, t), with |~op| = d + d′ and ~n(a,b,c) can be de-
scribed by S = ax+by+cz− (ar +bs+ct) = ax+by+cz− (~n · p).
Thus, the reprojection matrix is defined as:

MS =

 −n · p 0 0 0
0 −n · p 0 0
0 0 −n · p 0
a b c 0



4.2.2 Sorting each wave

After the reprojection step, we have to sort the different waves in or-
der to know the relationship between wave crests and to reconstruct
the real 3D surface. We consider the waves on the free surface
plane. As waves could propagate in different directions, we com-
pute a global direction ~b which is the average vector of all waves
directions only if the divergence is low. Otherwise, each wave is
treated separately. In most of cases, we can then deduce a new
right-hand frame (o,~a,~n,~b) where~n is the normal vector to the free
surface and ~a =~n∧~b

Each end of waves designed by the user allows to cut the plane into
portions along ~b. Each deduced space of the plane could contain
one or more wave crests and will be treated differently. Fig. 9
shows one decomposition of the free surface by wave crests.
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Figure 9: Three wave crests partitioning the free surface

4.2.3 Gerstner wave reconstruction

In order to reconstruct the ocean surface with Gerstner model, the
user has to design, using our software, the shape of all waves i.e. the
value of KR (see section 2.1). The idea is to rely on the crests; from
the wavelength between two consecutive crests in the same portion
of the free surface, we can deduce all parameters of the Gerstner
equation, i.e. K and R, since K = 2π

λ
and KR is specified by the

user.

We can reconstruct each trough independently from each others.
Thus, we compute the values of K and R for each trough and apply
Gerstner model on it.

Union of all independent reconstructed waves.

Unfortunately, with this type of reconstruction, three main artifacts
could appear. First, if in a portion of the free surface only one
crest is detected (e.g. region B in Fig. 9), the values of K and R
are computed by looking at the same crest in neighboring regions.
Second, as two consecutive troughs have possibly different values
of K and R, the height of the wave crest will be different on the left-
hand side and the right-hand side of the crest (see Fig. 10). Third,
as we decompose the free surface into separate spaces, some gaps
on the surface could appear between adjacent regions.

In order to solve these problems, we multiply each separate recon-
structed surface by a mask whose value starts at 1 at the crest and
linearly decreases to 0 along the wavelength of the reconstructed
portion (see Fig. 11). Each mask covers a part of neighboring re-
gions in order to smoothly blend the final ocean surface. Since the
sum of two masks equals one, the reconstructed surface is continu-
ous.
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Figure 10: Errors using our separate surface computation model
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Figure 11: Mask applied on the surface to solve artifacts

5 Incrustation of virtual objects

In the previous section, we presented our method to reconstruct a
3D surface of the visible ocean. We use OpenGL to render only the
visible part of virtual objects floating on this surface. Finally, we
mix the OpenGL rendering with the initial image issued from the
video.

Z-Fail

Object to render

Screen

Viewer

Figure 12: Image of the Z-Buffer with only the part of the visible
cube over the surface.

We have to treat two cases: the first one when the ocean surface is
considered as an opaque material and the second one in the case of
a semi-transparent surface.

Opaque surface The method consists in rendering only the visi-
ble part of the virtual objects over the surface, then mix it with the
original image. The algorithm can be decomposed into three steps.
First, we render the original image issued from the video. Second,
we render the 3D model (ocean surface) by disabling display and
enabling only Z-buffering. At this step, we know which parts of the
original image are occluded by waves. Finally, we render only the
virtual objects: only their visible parts will be displayed, thanks to
the previous Z-buffer test.

Transparent surface Most water surfaces could be rendered
without transparency since the viewer is usually too far. However,
our method is also able to treat specifically the transparency over
immersed parts of virtual objects.

The algorithm follows the same steps as for opaque surfaces i.e.
render the original input image, render the virtual surface only into
the Z-buffer, and finally display virtual objects on the original im-
age using the Z-buffer test.

The difference for semi-transparent ocean surface consists in acti-
vating the stencil buffer during the virtual objects rendering step.
When the object is immersed, the Z-fail is verified and we set the
corresponding pixels to 1 in the stencil buffer. Finally, we re-render
the original image with transparency enabled only where the stencil
buffer equals 1.

6 Results and future works

6.1 Results

Starting from the reference image, our software is able to analyze
the scene and retrieve semi-automatically all the wave crests visible
in the image. The user has to validate the shape of each wave, and
define the distance between the camera and the free surface of the
ocean, the virtual free surface and finally the field of view of the
camera. A snapshot of the GUI is presented on the first page of this
article.

The position of the free surface is not so easy to define. In fact, the
user has to take into account the distance of the free surface from the
camera and its orientation. No information can be retrieved from
the video, however the user can easily find a satisfying empirical
solution.

One of the difficulties is to find a reconstructed model as coherent
as the reality. In the same manner, it is difficult to automatically
match the scale of virtual objects with the real surface. To solve
these two problems, we only propose a visual validation.

Figs. 13.a-b show different position of a virtual object on a real
image. Fig 13.c shows teapots on different position on the ocean
surface. We need to add reflection of the objects on the surface
in order to have a real incrustation. Fig. 13.d shows the position
of the virtual free surface of the waves represented as a grid. The
computation time is quasi instantaneous (analysis + rendering) on
a classic personal computer, although only simple 3D objects are
incrusted in our tests.

At present time, we can render in real time many virtual objects on
a still image of the ocean scene. We can also drag, in real time, one
object along the surface in order to see it passing back and forth on
each side of the wave.

6.2 Future works

The presented method is a first approach of a more general prob-
lem we would like to solve : first, how to incrust any object on
various types of ocean scenes, scenes with foam and spray, with a
wide range of objects (surfers, swimmers, buoys, ...). Second, how
the incrusted objects could interact and modify the original images
locally.

The next steps of our researches will deal with :

• the enhancement of the automaticity of our algorithm by
changing the type of the video camera (presently mini-DV),
and by accessing EXIF parameters (Field of View, angles, dis-
tance from the ocean surface, ...);

• taking the whole video into account in order to catch temporal
coherence and remove parasitic objects (foam, swimmer, ...)

• retrieving the luminance of the real surface point to point de-
pending on the virtual surface in order to modify it locally
and reconstruct a modified real surface, using for instance,
stochastic motion textures [Chuang et al. 2005];



• considering other methods such as Canny edge detector, mul-
tiscale analysis or relaxation labeling to detect the wave crests
automatically.

7 Conclusion

In this article, we have shown how to build a 3D model of the sur-
face of the ocean, using a simple video sequence and user-provided
information. This two-step process relies on two different algo-
rithms: a wave detection step that identifies different waves in the
scene, and a reconstruction step to recover the parameters of the
model for each wave, which are then blended to obtain a single,
continuous surface. The model is then integrated along with a vir-
tual object directly in the video sequence.

The proposed GUI is very simple to use and allows to get acceptable
results very fast, since the wave model we chose is defined by very
few parameters. Another wave model could also be used to take into
account breaking waves and other complex, non-linear phenomena.
The same work done with picture specialized software would take
much more time to achieve the same quality.

Concerning the detection step, our first idea was to automatically
extract information about waves from the video sequence but we
faced several difficulties due to a poor-quality acquisition protocol,
noisy video and compression artifacts. Even though user interven-
tion is still necessary, image-based detection gave good results. We
believe that a fully automatic method is possible, for example by
taking advantage of the temporal coherence to initialize parame-
ters such as the position of the free surface and the direction of the
waves only once, and use inter-frame coherency to detect waves.

An application to insert a virtual object in the scene was imple-
mented but, since they’re not physically-based, the results still look
too “synthetic”. They could be greatly enhanced by fully simulating
fluid / rigid body interactions, although this would require a signif-
icant amount of computations, for example if we wish to render the
wake of a virtual boat cruising on the real ocean.

The rendering process would also prove itself more useful if it was
able to provide better realism by integrating shadows and complex
light-water interactions: reflection, refraction, caustics, etc.
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